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Decision 98-11-069 November 19, 1998 

MAIL DATE 
11124/98 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF TilE STATE OF CAUfORNIA 

Rutemakingon the Commission's 
Own Motion to Govcrn Open Access 
to Bottleneck Services and 
Establish a Framework for Network 
Architecture Development of 
D6n'linant Carrier Networks 

Investigatioil on the Commission's 
O\\n Motion intO Open Access and 
NehVork Architecture Development 
of DOIi)hlarH CaiTier Neh\'orks, 

R.93-04-003 
(Filed April 1, 1993) 

I.93·04 .. 002 
(Filed April?, 1993) 

ORDER D'ENYING REHEARING OF D'ECISI'ON 96-08-021 

This order denies applications for rehearing filed by GTE California 

Incorporated (OTEC), Mel Telec6u\l1\unicatiol\s Corporation (MCI)~ and Toward 

Utility NOrmalizatiolt (TURN).! 

I. BACKGROUND 

This proceeding has its genesis in our New Rcgulatory Framcwork 

(NRF) Decision (D.) 89-10·031,33 CPUC 2d 43(1989). That proceeding changed 

OUr method of regulation from the cost of ('a pita I approach to an inccntlve based 

price cap methodology in recognition of the state altd national policy to promote 

compctitiolt within the service areas ofprotected monopoly franchises of regulated 

utilities. In the NRF dedsion We announced: 

! TURN bas ~inC'e (flanged its ()Oidal name to "The Ulility Re(orm Network", 
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H ... the need for unbundling. uniform pricing and non
discriminatory availability of the local exchange 
carriers •.• essential services and facililics ... raised by 
many competitors and potential competitors ... " (33 
CPUC 2d at 119). 

The ru1cmaking in this docket was issued April 7, 1993. There were 

other telecommunications proceedings in process which might overlap issues to be 

considered herein. This included the Implementation Rate Design (fRO) 

proceeding (1.91·1 t-033), and the Open Access Network Architecture 

Dcvelopment proceeding (OANAD; R.93-04-0031I.93-04-002). Accordingly, in 

D.94-12-053; 58 CPUC 2d 392 (1994), (the "roadmapu decision), we indica led 

that in the instant docket we would decidc expanded interconnection and local 

transport issues first and then move to the preparation of cost studies for 

unbundling (58 CPUC 2d 395). SubsequentJ}'t after an eleven day workshop in 

June and July of 1995, the active parties in this proceeding reached agtccnlent on a 

consensus set of Total Sentice Long Run Incremental Cost (TSLRIC) principles as 

well as a list ofDasic Network Functions (BNFs) and services fot which TSLRIC 

cost studies would be ~rfonncd. lbc consensus principles were adopted in 0.95-

12·016; 62 CPUC 2d 575, 583 (1995) Sec Appendix C (62 CPUC 1d at 616). 

After extensive discovery, briefing, and comments 1).96-08-02 twas 

issued August 2, 1996. The dcdsion adopted, with modification, the TSLRIC 

studies submitted by Pacific Dell (Pacific) as being su01cienlly consistent with the 

consenslIs TSLRIC principles adopted in D.95-12-016. It was determined that the 

Pacific studies wcre sumcient to serve as a basis for setting prices for bundled and 

unbundled BNFs and services on Pacific's system. 

It also was determined in D. 96-08·021 that the GlEC cost studies did 

not conform to the consensus TSLRIC principles adopted in D.95-012-016. It was 

detemlincd that the GTEC studies wcre flawed in methodology and Jacking in 

supporting data, so that they could not reasonably be used to sct prices for BNI;s 
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and services on GTEC's system. Unlike Pacific, GTEC's cost studies departed 

from the conserl.sus costing principles because they did not reflect deployment of 

Next Generation Digltial Loop Carrier (NGDLC). Consequently, the GTEC cost 

studies failed to reflect cost savings brought about by using the least cost 

technology. Accordingly, GTEe was ordered to modify its unbundled loop 

analysis to reflect the deployment of least cost technologic,s, including NODlC, 

and to submit its new cost studies by August 2, 1997, one year from the cncctive 

date ofD.96·08·021. 

D~96·08·021 noted that the Federal CO'mmunicati6ns Commission 

(FCC) had issued an order that adopted rules to implerncnt the competition 

provisions of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (TA96) codified in"various 

. pJacesat 47 USCA lSI cl seq. '(1996). A comment cYcle"was to be cstablish~d by 

an ALl ruling to ~lIow parties in 'the instant proceeding to submit (Omnlcnts as to 

what steps, if any, the 'Comfnission should take to bring D.96·08·021 up (0 date 

\vith the FCC·s order. 

A. APPLICAT10NS FOR REHEARING 

I. Mel 

The Application for rehearing by Mel asserted that the FCC August 8, 

1996 First Repolt and Order, FCC 96·325 (First Local Competition 

Implementation Order) adopting l\ Total Element Long Run Incremental Cost 

(TELRIC) methodology, required revisions by Pacific and GlEC of their cost 

studies. Mel alleged that there were six significant diflercnccs between the FCC's 

TELRfc methodology and this Commission's TSLRIC methodology adopted in 

D.96-08-021. It was asserted that the TELRIC methodology focuses on network 

clements while the Comrllission's TSLRIC methodology focuses upon 

tclecommunicMioils scrvicc~ as defined in the Tclccommunicati6ns Act of 1996. 

Accordingly, anew round of review and hearings was proposed in order to bring 
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the cost studies adopted in 0.96-08·021 in tine with the FCC's TELRIC 

methodology. II also was alleged by Mel that the Commission relied on cost 

study materials that the intercsted parties did not havc a reasonable opportunit}, (0 

rcvicw and that parties did not receive adequate notice regarding non-costing 

issues decided by the Commission. Therefore, the parties werc denied due process 

of law. Finally, Mel aJleged that the Commission erred regarding various costing 

issucs in the Pacific and GTEC cost studie-s. 

The California Cable Television Association (CCTA) coniments 

supported the MCI application for rehearing. At page 3 of its Comnients CeTA 

asserted that the TELRIC methodology adopted by the FCC is -a costing and 

pricing methodology that is consistent with this Commi$sion~s TSLRIC costing 

methodology. CCTAasserted that the Califoiniaconlmissionhad not yet 

detennined a pricing methodology in addition to the costing methodology adopted 

by 0.96-08·021. Accordingly, ceTA asserted that to be consistent with the FCC 

adopted TELRIC nlethodology, this Commission nlUsl also adopt a pricing 

methodology. CCTA~ like Mel, also disagreed with the Commission's treatment 

of cost clements in the Pacific and the GTEC studies. 

2. GTEC 

GTEC sought rehearing ofD.96·08-021 only as to the provision 

requiring GTEC to usc NGDLC as the least cosltechnology for provisioning loops 

on a going forward basis. GIEC alleged that 0.96·08-021 ignored substantial new 

and additional costs associated with unbundling GIEC's existing integrated 

network which did not reflect the usc ofNGDLC technology to any sufi1cienl 

extent. GlEC argued that if it is not pcmlitted to recovcr such additional costs of 

unbundling~ the Commission-imposed requirement of using NGDLC will result in 

an unconstitutional taking. 
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General argued that D.96-08-021 docs not take into account GlEC's 

current nelwork.design or the architectural enhancements required to 

accommodate unbundling of its system. GTEC asserted that its use in some cases 

of integrated digilal100p carriers (IDLes) remotc from the central ofl1ce, was 

engineered on the assumption thai a single, integrated company would provide 

local telephone service to cvery subscriber. It was asserted that much ofGTEC's 

network must be reengin<:cred to accomnlodate conlpetitors' requests for 

unbundled loops. In order to unbundle local loops at central offices that use ILDC, 

GTEC argued that it was necessary to add channel banks at both the ILDC sites 

and at the central office. 

GlEC argued that the cost ofreengineering was significant and is not 

covered by the NGDLC methodology. NGDLC technology was deployed only to 
a very limited extent in the network and was originally designed to separate private 

line and switched circuits in an integrated single network configuration such as 

GTEC)s prc-sent network design. NGDLC, when fuHy deployed, would be very 

cost effective in provisioning unbundled loops without the need to add the 

cxperlsive channel banks or comparable equipment OTEC said will be required in 

the interim. GTEC asserted that by setting prices based on a TElfSLRIC standard 

which reflects the costs ofNGDLC as the fonvard looking tcchnology of choice, 

the substantial additional costs of the channcl banks and/or non-integrated 

technology is completely ignored. Therefore, because those costs were excluded 

from the TE/TSLRIC calculation, the costs cannot be recovered in the costs of 

unbundled clements. 

GlEC argued that unless the cost of provisioning the equipment 

needed to price Ul,bundled loops in a l1on-NGDL.C environment can be recovered 

froni the requesting carriers through some means other t~an the loop price, GTEC 

would be forced to sell its unbundled dements to CLCs below cost and would be 

len uncompensated for substantial costs which it must necessarily incur over the 
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ncar term. Consequently. GTEC argued that NGOLC methodology is not the 

appropriate least cost technology for the development of a TEfTSLRIC based rate. 

GTEC concluded its arguments by stating that it cannot be compelled 

to exclude the costs of nOn· inter grated technology from the price (or which it must 

sell its unbundled loops. GTEC stated that 0.96-08·21 would result in below cost . 

pricing of the product even to its competitors, and would be a violation of the 

takings clause of slate and federal constitutions even ifit was able to offset such 

loss by scll,ing other services above cost. GTEC relies upon Brooks-Scanlon Co. 

\'. RailroadConlmission of Louisiana. 251 U.S. 396, 399 (1920); Cal. Fam} 

Insurance Co. \'. Ouekentejian 48 Cal. ltd 805 (1989) .. 

3. TURN 

Tum sought rehearing of 0.96·08-021 on the ground that the 

decision's de(cmlination that the local loop is not a shared cost is factually and 

legally erroneous. TURN requested that the decision be modified to enter findings 

of fact and conclusions of law to the effect that with respect to the provision of 

retail services that use the local loop, the local loop is a shared cost as that tern) is 

defined in 0.95-12-016. TURN cited decisions in other jurisdictions which TURN 

asserted adopted its position. 

B. Replies To The Applications For Rehearing' 

A joint response to the application for rehearing by GTEC was filed 

by AT&T Communications of Cali fomi a Inc. (AT&T) and MCI. A response to 

the application for rehearing ofMCI and the application for rehearing of TURN 

was filed by GlEC. Pacific filed a response to the applications for rehearing of 

MCI and TURN. 

The joint response of AT&T and MCI asserted thatlhc Commission 

properly directed GTEC to usc NGOLC in its revised cost studies in order to bring 

those studies of the loop into compliance with the consensus costing prillciplcs 
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adopted in D.95-12-016. It also was asserted that GlEC continued to ignore the 

proper legal scope of a takings analysis. 

AT&T and Mel argued that GTEe's rehearing application concedes 

that the use ofNGDLC methodolog), is the least cost fon\'ard looking 

methodology it would deploy if it were a start-up company. It was argued that 

GTEC does not dispute the conclusion in D.96-08-021 that NGDLC appears to be 

the least cost technology for provisioning Jocalloops. It was asserted that the 

concept behind adopting the consensus costing principles in 0.95·12·016 was to 

insure consistency tn the cost studies for unbundled clements. According to the 

response, GlEC should not bcpem1itted to pick and choose what technologies it is 

going to use based on whatever criteria it deemed appropriate. It was argued that· 

GlEC should not be pemliUed to build embedded costs into the fonvard .. looking 

cost of local loops and therefore should neit be allo\\'ed to include the additional 

costs it would incur when unbundling its exiting loops, such as channel banks, in , 

order to unbundle local loops that use IDLe technology. 

It was further asserted that GTEC's reliance on Brooks Scanlon 

Company v. Railroad Commission, and Cal Farin v. Deukmeijan Was mispJaced. 

It was argued that confiscation nlust be judged with an eye toward the regulated 

fim} as an enterprise, citing 20th Century Insurance Company v. Gammcndi 8 Cal. 

4th 216, 293 (1994). It was asserted that the Cal Farm Court noted that the term 

"confiscatoryU must be understood in light of surrounding circulllstances. Thus, 

the court held that "confiscation" is judged with an eye to\\'ard the regulated finn 

as an enterprise. In that context "confiscatory" depcnded on the condition of the 

insu'red as a whole and not on the fortunes of anyone or more of its lines (8 Cal 

4th at 322). 

Further, AT&T and Mel asscrt that GTEC has misread Brooks 

Scanlon and Cal Farm. (n Brooks Scanlon a Railroad company sought to 

withdraw entirely from maintaining a particular route. The·state railroad 
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commission refused permission to do so and required the carrier to charge rates 

that would resuH in a loss on that route. Thc court recognized the distinction 

between a willing and an unwilling participant in a regulated enterprise. Thus, 

although a carrier cannot be compelled to carry on even a brandt of a business at a 

loss if the enterprise continues to exercise its state charter it may be required by the 

state to fulfill an obligation imposed by the charter cven though fulfillment in that 

particular nlay causc a loss, citing Brooks Scanlon 25 I U.S. at 399. It was argued 

that GTEC had ncver indicated that it was an unwilling p~lfticipant in Califonlia~s 

Telecommunications markets. 

It was further claimed that in Cal Faml the CoUrt did not prohibit 

below-cost prkes. It was argued that in Cal Farm the below cost rates could not be 

justified metely because other consumers in the past wete supposedly charged too 
much. The ability of an itlsuter to earn profits front unregulated, or out-of·state 

lines of insurance, could not be used as a procedural bar to preclude the insurer 

from seeking review of allegedly c()ntiscatory rates (48 Cal. 3rd 819). Thus, the 

court ruled that the insurance commissionerhad to consider applications from all 

insurers, not just insolvent ones (48 Cal. 3rd at 825). 

Therefore, according to AT&T and MCI, contrary to GTEC's 

argument, nothing in Cal Farm changed the established nile that no constitutional 

claim arises unless the overall effcct of a regulatory scheme precludes the 

opportunity to cam a fair retum. Accordingly, GTEC had no valid basis for 

focusing solely On a cost issue that it disliked without considering its other 

business opportunities. 

Pacific's re.sponse to Mel asserted that the FCC's first interconnection 

order does not invalidate the TSLRIC studies. It was argued they arc primarily 

service cost studies which remain valid for the services studied. The TELRIC 

Illethodology employed by the FCC is primarily a pricing mechanism which could 

be implemented in the then pending arbitration and the pricing phase ofOANAD. 
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The TELRIC method was a costing and pricing methodology for unbundled 

network elements (UNE's). Howcvcr, calculating TELRICs for certain UNEs did 

require some adjustments to the existing TSLRIC's studies. The major difference 

between the existing TSLRIC's and FCCts TELRICs was that the cost object for 

the TELRICs is at a higher level of aggregation than the TSLRIC service cost 
studies. The TELRIC studies resulted in morecos(s being attributed directly to the 

network clement and fewer costs assigned to shared common costs. It was argued 

that the size ofTSLRIC shared and common costs were known and approved. 

Therefore, all that was required was the assignment ofsonlC of those adopted costs 

to unbundled elements. Likewise, the removal ofrctail related costs froin 

TELRICs, an FCC requirement, could be acconlpJished \vitltout diOlculty and 

without need to rcopen the TSLRICs studies. All that was required ';vas to identify 

the shared and common retail functions. 

Pacific argued that further hearings were not required, that it had rnet 

the burden of proof for its TSLRIC studies, and that the studies accurately 

reflccted fon\'atd looking requirements consistent with conscnsus costing 

principles. 

FinaJI)\ Pacific argued that Mel and other parties were not deprived 

of a reasonable oPP0l1unity to review all studies submitted and were allowed a 

legally sufi1cient opportunity for review and comment upon Pacific's cost studies. 

Pacific concluded with the statement that the Cornmissionts D.98-08-021 correctly 

finds that Pacific's TSLRIC studies I) comply with the costing principles adopted 

in D.95·12·0 16, 2) arc supported by the weight of evidence in the record, and 3) 

can serve as the basis for setting prices. 

In response to TURN, Pacific argues that the Commission had 

correctly found in D.96-08-021 that the loop is not a shared cost. There is a 

separate demand for the loop itself, so that loops cantlol reasonably be viewcd as 

mere input to the basic exchange services that consumers want. Pacific contended 
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that thc isslIc was raised by TURN previously and that the commission had 

determined that .the loop was not a shared cost ()fretail services (0.94-09·065. 

156-157 (1994»; application by TURN for Rehearing denied (D.96-02-023, 623 

(1996). 

II. DISCUSSION 

In 0.98-02·106 issued February 19; 1998 we adopted the TELRIC 

methodology set forth i~ the August 8, 1996 First Report and Order ofthc FCC. It 

was concluded that the TSLRIC methodology we adopted in 0.95-12-016 and 

applied in 0.96·08·02) is vcry similar (0 the TELRIC methodology. First, 

TELlUC requites that shared family and common costs be allocated as much as 

possible to individual network clements, thus reducing the total number ofshated 

and ContinOn costs that 'would have beel) requited under TSLRlC adopted in D.96~ 

08-021. Second, TELRIC requires that retail costs not be included in the costs of . 

network clements because retail costs atc not attributable to the ptoductioh of 

network clements that atc offered to intetconnectingcarriers. Third, TELRIC 

make.s the detection of cross-subsidization easier. 

It should be noted that in October 1996 the United States Court of 

Appeals for the Eighth Circuit issued a stay of various portions of the I:CC August 

8th First Report and Order. Although the Eighth Circuit did not disturb the list of 

UNE's described by the FCC it did stay those portions of the First Report and 

Otder that directed the' use of TEL RIC methodology. Sec Iowa Utilities Board v. 

Federal Communication Commission cl al. 109 F.3rd 418 (8th Cir.), Motion to 

Vacate Stay denied 111 s.er. 429 (J996). Thus, this Commission, ifit chose to do 

so, could set UNE prices based on TSLRIC costs adopted in 0.96-08-021. 

Accordingly, after directing Pacific to modify its TSLltIC·s studies to confonn to 

the FCC TELRIC mcthodMogy. further proceedings were held -rcsulting in D.98-
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02-106 which adopted Pacific's TELRIC methodology aner making downward 

adjustments of approximately $671,000,000. 

AT&T and MCI challenged D.98-02-106 on grounds other than their 

attack on Pa~ific's TSLRIC adopted in D_96-08-021. Their charge that the 

Commission's TSLRIC studies do not confonn with the I~CC TELRIC study is 

moot. 

On July 18, J 997 the Eighth Circuit issued its decision on the lucrits 

concerning the challenges to the FCC First Report and Order Iowa Utilities Board 

v.FCC. 120 F. 3rd 753 8th Cir. (1997). The decision upholds thejudgemcnls 

about the boundaries of stale €lnd federal jurisdiction reflected in its October 15th 

Stay Order and rejects most of the other challenges that the Regional Bell 

Operating Companies (RBOCs) and OTEhad raised to the First Report and Oider. 
- -

The decision emphatically r:cjeCled the contention that the FCC had authority to 

r\?quire the use of TEL RIC studies by the slales QQ. at 794-796, 798-799). Further, 

_ the Eighth Circuit decision addressed the utilitjes t argument that basing prices on 

any measure other than direct embedded costs would necessarily constitute a 

taking. The court indicated-that evcn though the LEe's taking claims wcrenot 

ripe for rcvicw it was "skepticalU that the Iil\\itcd number of FCC unbundling rules 

it was upholding would ueffect an actualtakillg" (Id at 793n. 8,818). Thc Court 

noled (hal many states had suspended their proceedings pending its ruling. 

Further, no litigant had yet used a state-mandated procedure and had been denied 

just compensation. The incumbent LEC and a reque-sting calTier may negotiatc 

rales for unbundled access on their own. lbis can be followed by an arbitration 

proceeding and slate apptoval subject to rcview in federal court. Thcrcforc~ the 

court deferred to the responsible agency for initial interpretation ofTA 96. (Id. at 

8) 8). It should be noted, howc\ier, that the United Slates Supreme COurt granted 

pelitions for writ of certiorari on January 26, 1998. Oral argulllent was held in 

mid-October 1998. 

II 
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It appears for now that GTEC's taking argument in its application for 

rehearing of D.96-08-021 is moot unless the Supreme Court revivcs the issue. In 

the absencc of any reversal by the Supreme Court of the Eighth Circuit decision on 

this issue. we believe that both the TSLRIC and TELRIC methodologies we have 

adopted properly reflect long-run incremental cost principles and diller oilly in 

their "cost objects". The parties Were not denied due process nor have we erred in 

evaluating the record. The parties had ample opportunity to review data and to 

s(at~ their position throughout the proceeding. \Ve evaluated the record as 

discussfd in 0.96-08-021 and made the pragmatic adjustments called for by the 

particular circumstances. City of Los Angeles v. Public Utilities Commission J 5 

C. 3d 680, 698 (t 975). 

Finally, we agree with Pacificlhat the loop cost is not a shared cost at 
. . 

the (etail level. Asexptained in. 0.96-08-021 (mimeo, pp. 48·49) there is a 

separate demand for the loop ilselfs~ that loops cannot reasonably be viewed as a 

mere input to basic exchange services. Loop costs are specific to a particular 

output and not to a group of outputs as is required by the consensus costing 

principles for a cost to be shared (D~95.12-0 16, 62 cpue 2d 618, Appendix C). 

Loop costs arc avoided when no basic access service is provided~ and therefore, 

according to the consensus costing principles, loops arc an incremental cost of 

such services. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, MCI's, GTEC's and TURN's applications for rehearing 

have f.1i1td to show legal error in D. 96-08-021 and therefore rehearing is denied 

as to each of those applications. 

IT IS ORDERED thaI: 

I. The ApplieatioJl for Rehearing filed by MCI and supported by ceTA is 

. denied. 
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2. The AppJicali~n for Rehearing by GlEC is denied. 

3. The Application for Rehearing by TURN is denied. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated Novembet 19~ 1998, at San Francisco, Cali (omia. 
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